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Personalized rankings

Platform

[query?]



Social media



Entertainment



Shopping



Employment



Predict relevance r(i, j) of item j to user i

For user i, show items in descending order of r(i, j)

This has been the subject of debate for decades (e.g., Robertson, 1977)

But in practice, it’s the still the dominant approach

A common approach

https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/eb026647/full/html


Key questions

1. How do we measure “relevance”?
a. Is it single-dimensional? Independent across items?
b. How do we get good data on it?

2. If we had a good measure of relevance, how should we use it?
a. What constraints are there?
b. Is descending-order ranking sufficient?



Lots!

● Measuring value is hard
● Inter-item relationships
● Capacity constraints
● Learning from data generated by deployed system (feedback loops)
● Social biases
● Two-sided: consumers & creators
● Utility-maximization vs. fairness
● …

Challenges



“Fair ML” (in particular, group fairness) typically operates in a classification setting:

● You want to predict some outcome Y given inputs X
● You want to do so in a way that is “fair” (by some definition), often across 

demographic attributes A

This is a rich and nuanced area of research

Some of these ideas are useful here, but miss important features of this setting 
(e.g., attention, two sided-ness, …)

Beyond fairness in ML



Principles for responsible ML for recommendations

● Consumers
○ Provide value
○ Respect autonomy

● Creators
○ Provide opportunity
○ Allocate opportunity fairly



Today’s plan

1. Value, preferences, and data
2. Fairness and errors
3. Building and evaluating a real-world system
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Part 1
Value, preferences, and data



“Relevance”

What do we want to measure?

How do we get that data?

Reminder: we’re only talking about consumers now. We’ll talk about producers 
in the next parts



r(i, j): Will user i engage with item j?

Engagement: dwell time, watch time, clicks, likes, etc.

Is engagement the (only) goal of the system?

Relevance: social media



r(i, j): Will user i watch video j?

Another goal, perhaps: will user i enjoy video j?

Relevance: entertainment



r(i, j): Will user i click on item j? buy item j?

What other goals might a user have? E.g., learn about different products, discover 
new ones, etc.

Relevance: shopping



r(i, j): Will recruiter i (click on | message | hire) person j?

Quality vs. volume of signals

Relevance: employment



Often, we have some data lying around (“digital exhaust”)

● Clicks
● Browsing data
● Upstream outcomes (e.g., profile views, not hires)
● …

Collecting new data is expensive

Common theme: picking the right measurement is hard



Quality vs. quantity

Common trade-off

● Survey data vs. clicks
● Hires vs. profile views
● Ratings vs. movie watching
● …



A basic model:

● Suppose you have two measures A and B of a quantity y
● Both of them measure the same thing, but with different noise 𝜎A and 𝜎B
● You have n and m samples of each measure
● Suppose 𝜎A < 𝜎B and n < m

○ A is high-quality, low-quantity
○ B is low-quality, high-quantity

How do we manage this trade-off?



More precisely:

A = (𝛴i = 1…n Ai)/n

B = (𝛴i = 1…m Bi)/m

Ai ∼ N(y, 𝜎A); Bi ∼ N(y, 𝜎B)

How do you estimate y? Inverse variance.

ŷ = (A·n/𝜎A
2 + B·m/𝜎B

2) / (n/𝜎A
2 + m/𝜎B

2)

Quality vs. quantity, quantified



Does this solve the problem?

Critical assumption! A and B measure the same thing: value

What if this isn’t true?



What does value mean?
(And how do we measure it?)



What do people want?

Do we just need to ask them? What can we learn from existing data?

Are items independent?
(We will largely set this aside for now)

Measuring value



● Computational (Milli, Belli, Hardt ‘21)
● Psychological (Kleinberg, Mullainathan, Raghavan ‘22)
● Empirical (Agan, Davenport, Ludwig, Mullainathan; forthcoming)

Three perspectives on social media value

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2008.12623.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2202.11776.pdf
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From Optimizing Engagement to Measuring Value

(Milli, Belli, Hardt ‘21)

“See less 
often”





● Lots of different signals
● Want to know how they relate to “value”
● If you have an “anchor,” you can learn the relationship to other signals
● Note that this is explicitly different from our naive model, which said that 

each signal is a noisy, unbiased measure of “value”

Computational perspective: Inferring value
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The Challenge of Understanding What Users Want

Preferences are inconsistent in structured ways (e.g., time-inconsistency)

One such structure:

● System 1: fast, impulsive choices
● System 2: slow, deliberative choices

Online behavior reflects a combination of these

Mediated by multiple factors: type of content, platform design, length of session, 
etc.

(Kleinberg, Mullainathan, Raghavan ‘22)





● Behavior reflects impulsivity
● Heterogeneous across content
● Influenced by design decisions
● Can we learn what activity is impulsive vs. not?

Psychological perspective: Impulsivity



● Computational (Milli, Belli, Hardt ‘21)
● Psychological (Kleinberg, Mullainathan, Raghavan ‘22)
● Empirical (Agan, Davenport, Ludwig, Mullainathan; forthcoming)

Three perspectives on social media value
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Algorithmic Curation Creates Bias

People have in-group bias (e.g., race, ethnicity, religion)

Does this manifest in recommender algorithms?

● Conditioned on explicit preferences, feed algorithm favors in-group
● …but friend suggest algorithm doesn’t

Why? Automaticity

(Agan, Davenport, Ludwig, Mullainathan; forthcoming)
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Automaticity of behavior



● Bias increases with automaticity
● Our notion of “value” should reflect this
● The degree to which we trust signals should depend on the automaticity of the 

underlying actions

Empirical perspective: Automaticity



The relationship 
between behavior and 
value is structured



How should these studies change how we think about:

● Entertainment – can we infer whether people are getting value from binging?
● Shopping – people struggle with impulsivity
● Employment – do more automatic behaviors lead to bias?

Note that this is not just at the objective-choosing level.
It’s at the algorithmic level

Beyond social media



Behavioral foundations

Algorithms learn from data

Data are generated from behavior

→ Algorithms need to account for behavior

Kleinberg, Ludwig, Mullainathan, Raghavan ‘22



Algorithms invert psychology



Algorithms invert psychology



An example of this in the IR literature: search

An early (wrong) model of search: people pick the best result you show them

A better model: people move down the results list sequentially (e.g., Joachims ‘02)

● Comes from: models of psychology, empirical studies (e.g., Granka et al. ‘04)

This changes the way we design algorithms!

● Structural understanding of what a click means
● We design algorithms to invert this behavioral model by accounting for 

position bias

https://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/tj/publications/joachims_02c.pdf
https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/1008992.1009079


● We often want to provide value, but measuring value is hard
● Data do not always reflect preferences
● …but these differences can manifest in systematic ways
● Before we can responsibly allocate attention, we must know what people 

value

Takeaways: value, preferences, & data



Part 2
Fairness and errors



Outline 
● Fairness

○ Group-level fairness
○ Framework for fairness considerations in AI 
○ Classification example

■ Fairness dimensions
■ Evaluation: outcomes
■ Evaluation: models

● Personalized ranking
○ Problem space
○ Optimization framework
○ Measurement challenges

● Evaluation: outcomes
● Evaluation: models



Fairness in classification 

Soccer or not soccer? 
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Fairness in classification 

Soccer or not soccer? 

soccer



Fairness questions
● Product policy

○ What is the product meant to do?

● Labeling policy
○ What are the labeling rules?

● Labels
○ Are they accurate?
○ Are there enough? 

● Models
○ Are they accurate? 
○ What types of errors do they make?

● Outcomes 
○ How representative are the images?



Fairness measurements

● Errors: Assume the system design remains unchanged. Do models 
or components make errors more frequently for one group (of 
content/creator/user) over another?

● Design decisions: What impact does including this model, 
component, target metric etc. have on the representation and value 
obtained for different groups from the product? These tend to be 
questions of tradeoffs rather than clear-cut questions of fair or unfair.



Fairness Dimension Examples

Errors/Mistakes Design Decisions/Tradeoffs

Labels Mis-labeled or inaccurate labels. Sampling frame for model training.

Models Mis-classification. Model architecture, optimization structure, 
thresholds; balancing performance for 
different groups, balancing inclusion and 
errors.

Design Decisions/Tradeoffs

Product policy Alternative product design/goals; balancing stakeholder interests; taking on goals 
related to diversity or inclusion.

Label policy Label guidelines do not align with label policy; alternative labeling rules or labeling 
policies; balancing specificity and complexity.

Design Decisions/Tradeoffs

Outcomes What is the diversity or representation in the system? How do changes in the rows 
above manifest in changes to outcomes or representation? 
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Algorithmic Fairness Metrics

● Models, labels, errors
○ Based on scores/predictions and labels

● Outcomes
○ Based on predicted class



Algorithmic Fairness Metrics: Models I 

Equalized Odds

• TP / (TP + FN)
what proportion of actual 
positives are labeled positive

• TN / (FP + TN)
what proportion of actual 
negatives are labeled 
negative

Precision, Recall

• Precision = TP / (TP + FP)
positive predictive value; how many of 
the retrieved items are relevant?

• Recall = TP / (TP + FN)
sensitivity; how many relevant items 
are retrieved?



Algorithmic Fairness Metrics: Models II

Calibration
• Compare (binned) scores with average outcomes
• Calibration accounts for differences in risk 

distributions
• Calibration is not compatible with constraints in 

except in cases of perfect prediction 



Algorithmic Fairness Metrics: Outcomes 

Strict parity: TP
a
 + FP

a
 = TP

b
 + FP

b
 

Representation: (TP
a
 + FP

a 
) / N = N

a
 / N



Algorithmic Fairness Metrics: Models vs 
Outcomes 
● Fairness typically rooted in model errors rather than 

model outcomes
● Calibration is most in line with equal treatment or 

equality of opportunity
○ Similar items receive similar treatment independent of group 

membership
○ For now we are focused on equality, not equity

● Outcome metrics still provide useful signals 
○ Products may have an interest in diversity in addition to equal 

treatment 
○ Outcome metrics are often used to assess system health and 

can guide products through evaluating trade-offs



Personalized Ranking



Why is personalized ranking so 
challenging? 
● Fairness for creators/providers/items in systems 

designed for viewers/consumers



Why is personalized ranking so 
challenging? 
● Defining relevance

● Position + consumer bias

● People Problems



Why is personalized ranking so 
challenging? 
1. Defining relevance

a. The task is inherently less well-defined, no universal ground truth for each 
item  

b. A plethora of sparse data to choose from 
c. What is success for the product? How does that map to user experience?
d. The conversion of certain qualitative values into numerical values

2. Position + consumer bias
a. Present items in a ranked order (descending order of “relevance”) 
b. Complex systems, feedback loops, dependencies 
c. Session/composition/temporal effects, attention degrading etc. 
d. Potential correlations between consumer groups and creator group

3. People Problems
a. A blurry line between preference and unfairness
b. Preferences are not fixed
c. Multi-stakeholder systems



Errors/Mistakes Design Decisions/Tradeoffs

Labels Mis-labeled (position bias) or 
unreliable labels (human behavior).

Sampling for training (sessions vs viewers, 
timeframe).

Models Mis-classification (incorrect position, 
mis-predicted event).

Model architecture, optimization structure, 
thresholds, interdependent tasks (event 
prediction)

Design Decisions/Tradeoffs

Product policy Alternative product topline metrics, product goals, prioritizing one stakeholder (e.g. 
consumers, producers, items) group over another.

Ranking policy Alternative ranking rules, inclusion of different components

Design Decisions/Tradeoffs

Outcomes What is the diversity or representation in the system? How do changes in the rows 
above manifest in changes to outcomes or representation? 



Evaluation: Outcomes



Metrics: Measuring outcomes
○ Parity, Skew @ k, Representation @ k 

○ Regression frameworks

○ Gini, Atkinson, Ratios

○ Comparison to long term holdouts



Parity, Skew @ rank k, Rep @ rank k 

○ Google images 
■ Parity to population

○ LinkedIn 
■ Skew @ k: At rank k, how representative is the 

ranked list relative to an appropriate benchmark 
○ Netflix

■ Genre consistency at t and t+1

Less personalized More 
personalized 



Parity, Skew @ rank k, Rep @ rank k 

○ How do you select a benchmark?

○ What about personalization?

■ Base on follows, previous plays, previous recommendations
● All affected by the recommendation system

■ What about quality-weighting?
■ What about dynamic preferences?

○ What about unconnected recommendations?



Regression frameworks
○ Regression models or covariate rebalancing

○ Average outcomes (e.g. plays, clicks) for producer groups

○ Rebalance or regress covariates that might impact outcomes (e.g. 
genre, number of songs, production quality) and re-assess 
averages 

○ Open Questions:
■ What kind of variables to include?
■ What about feedback effects?



Gini, Atkinson, Ratios

• Measures of inequality

• Tend to be difficult to adapt to group-level 
fairness

• Includes qualitative (interpretability) and 
empirical (stability and effect detection) 
considerations 



Comparison to long term holdouts
○ Compare outcomes of interest between users in ranked products 

versus users in unranked products (e.g. chronological feeds)

• Key findings:
○ Ranked feeds amplify political content
○ Right leaning media amplified more than left 

leaning



Metrics: Measuring outcomes
● General pitfalls

○ Setting the right benchmark or comparison groups 
○ Does not tell us why differences exist
○ Difficult to separate success from historical system bias

● General value
○ Diagnostic of potential representative harms
○ Even perfectly calibrated systems can lead to wide gaps in 

outcomes
○ Intuitive (but potentially misleading)



Evaluation: Models



Errors/Mistakes Design Decisions/Tradeoffs

Labels Mis-labeled (position bias) or 
unreliable labels (human behavior).

Sampling for training (sessions vs viewers, 
timeframe).

Models Mis-classification (incorrect position, 
mis-predicted event).

Model architecture, optimization structure, 
thresholds, interdependent tasks (event 
prediction)

Design Decisions/Tradeoffs

Product policy Alternative product topline metrics, product goals, prioritizing one stakeholder (e.g. 
consumers, producers, items) group over another.

Ranking policy Alternative ranking rules, inclusion of different components

Design Decisions/Tradeoffs

Outcomes What is the diversity or representation in the system? How do changes in the rows 
above manifest in changes to outcomes or representation? 



Ranking fairness measurements
● Problem set up

○ How are items scored?
○ Consumer bias
○ Position bias

● Measuring models offline
● Measuring models online



How are items scored?

● Some combination of proxies for relevance
● Model composed of many parts 
● Hundreds of features as well as past engagement data



What’s the problem?
● Consumer bias

○ Scores are continuous and depend on session and consumer so 
they are not cross-session or cross-viewer compatible

○ Tastes and demographics are likely correlated, there will be 
spillover in performance between viewers and items

● Position bias
○ Attention degrades with position, this can lead to feedback loops 

where lower ranked items stay ranked lower (and the rich get 
richer)

○ Positions are zero sum, unlike classifications
○ Each individual event model can be assessed, but lists are rarely 

in the order of one model 



Consumer bias

country music indie music
90 predicted 90 predicted
70 actual 68 actual

Calibration ratio 1.28 Calibration ratio 1.32

😀
<



Consumer bias 

country music indie music
75 predicted 15 predicted
60 actual 13 actual
Cal ratio 1.25 Cal ratio 1.15

15 predicted 75 predicted
10 actual 55 actual
Cal ratio 1.5 Cal ratio 1.36

🤠


>



Position bias 

● Salganik et al (2006)

○ Experimental music market shows 

impact of popularity rank on outcomes

○ Lists increase impact of social influence

○ More inequality, randomness under 

social influence conditions

● Singh and Joachims (2018)

○ Lack of proportionality

○ Small differences in estimated relevance 

lead to large differences in exposure

● Agarwal et al (2019)

○ Demonstrate decay in propensity to click 

on items by swapping items in first 

position with items in position k



What is an error? 
scores labels



What is an error? 



What is an error with multiple groups? 



What is an error with multiple groups? 



Measuring models offline
● Calibration
● Pairwise comparisons

○ Intragroup pairwise errors
○ Intergroup pairwise errors
○ Matched pair calibration



Calibration
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Pairwise comparisons I

● Good summary of challenges

Intergroup accuracy
● A model is considered to obey inter-group 

pairwise fairness if the likelihood of a clicked 

item being ranked above another relevant 

unclicked item from the opposite group is the 

same independent of group, conditioned on the 

items have been engaged with the same amount

Intragroup accuracy

● A model is considered to obey intra-group 

pairwise fairness if the likelihood of a clicked 

item being ranked above another relevant 

unclicked item from the same group is the same 

independent of group, conditioned on the items 

have been engaged with the same amount  



Pairwise comparisons II 

• Average label of adjacent items when group A is ahead 
versus when group B is ahead



Pairwise Comparisons III

● A calibration extension of pairwise comparisons with score matching.

● Match on score and adjacency in the ranked list. 

● We can then compare average labels in this balanced set. 

● A higher average label indicates the system has under-ranked items from that group. 



Pairwise Comparisons I & II

Pros
● Eliminates issues with cross user and cross session variation in model score by relying on 

position 

● Isolates to key set of comparisons

● Relatively computationally efficient 

Cons
● Ignores scores which makes intervening at the model level difficult.

● Underlying cause is unknown

 



Pairwise Comparisons III
Pros:

● Uses model scores, more akin to calibration

Cons: 

● It’s hard to know if items even lower in the list would also have higher 
average labels.

● Scale differences in score versus label space may cause misleading results
● Score matching limits our data to places where there are ties 
● Decisions we care about
● Might be lower in the list 



Measuring models offline: should you do 
it?

● Pros
○ Safer, less risk to the systems
○ Better than not measuring

● Cons
○ Less reliable signal
○ Risk that findings will not match production 
○ Limited ability to address position bias
○ No counterfactual data (e.g. with different ranking outcomes)



Measuring models online
● Calibration with boosts
● Pairwise Perturbations 
● Counterfactual group analysis 



Calibration with boosts

● Boost from k to position 0 and assess calibration 
● Swap(1, k) – interventions, create propensity 

estimation to adjust for position bias
● Addresses position bias
● How large to set k? 
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Pairwise perturbations

● Swap two items, collect labels
● Assess the impact of position bias, position by 

position
● This also allows for online measurement of the 

matched pair metric 
● Low risk of harm to user experience, minimal 

estimation of full impact of feedback effects
● Requires very good loggingC

E

B

B
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E
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A
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Counterfactual group analysis 

● Search a grid of potential group-level score 
changes

● If you can obtain a higher product metric value 
with nonzero changes to group specific 
scores/positions, the ranker is unfair.

* x

* x

* x

Becker’s (1957) 
taste-based 
discrimination

Rooney Rule (2003)



Measuring models online: should you do 
it?
● Pros

○ More reliable information 

○ Could theoretically translate quickly to mitigations

● Cons
○ More product and user experience risk 

○ Policy and legal complications 



Methods Review 
● Outcomes

○ Parity, skew @ k
○ Covariate adjusted parity
○ Long term holdouts 

● Models
○ Offline

■ Calibration
■ Pairwise Comparisons

○ Online
■ Calibration with boosts
■ Pairwise Perturbations
■ Counterfactual group analysis 



Methods Review 
● Outcomes

○ Use with a strong notion of desirable benchmark
○ Overall health and diversity in a system
○ Even well-calibrated systems can have large outcome gaps

● Models
○ Measures variation in system performance
○ Calibration most consistent with the AI Fairness literature is challenging in the ranking 

setting 
○ Trade-offs between highly localized measures (pairwise) of fairness and the potential to 

disrupt user experiences (exploring more variety in ranking policies)



Design Decisions



Design decisions revisited 
● The space is nearly infinite, but here are some real-world examples:

○ Product policy
■ Additional tools for users

● Skin tone filters on Pinterest
● Chronological Feed on Instagram

■ Diversity criteria
● Inclusion of balanced perspectives in news aggregation on Google 

News
○ Ranking policy 

■ Boosting/Re-ranking
● Increase demographic representation in candidate search on LinkedIn

■ Shift in value model 
● Meaningful Social Interaction on Facebook News Feed

○ Label policy
■ Casual Conversations Data



Closing thoughts and open questions

● You can’t get signal on items you never show, so 
some amount of randomness is always good (and 
may have good fairness qualities)

● Measuring other system components (e.g. sourcing 
or candidate retrieval)

● How much measurement is enough?
● Learning to rank with fairness in mind (up next)



Part 3
Fairness in Learning-to-Rank 

and Collaborative Filtering



Large-scale Recommender Systems

Low latency, High 
recall. 

e.g., Nearest Neighbor 
search on embeddings, 
Collaborative Filtering.

High precision, can 
afford more 
computation per item.

e.g. Learning-to-rank.



Part 3: Outline

How to train a fair recommender system?

• Collaborative Filtering

• Learning-to-Rank

• Online Learning, 
Contextual bandits, 
Sequential decision 
making (RL)

• Selection Bias

• User Fairness

• Item Fairness

• Multistakeholder 
perspective

• Feedback loops

• Evaluation

• Pre-processing

• In-processing

• Post-processing

X X



Part 3: Outline

• Collaborative Filtering

• Learning-to-Rank

• Online Learning, 
Contextual bandits, 
Sequential decision 
making (RL)

• Selection Bias

• User Fairness

• Item Fairness
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Collaborative Filtering
• Collaborative filtering uses similarities between users and items simultaneously to 

provide recommendations, i.e., 
• recommend an item to user A based on the interests of a “similar” user B.

• Common method: Matrix Factorization of the user-item rating matrix. 

 UT

V

Image source: link

https://developers.google.com/machine-learning/recommendation/collaborative/matrix


Missing data in Collaborative filtering

 

[Little & Rubin 2002]
[Marlin & Zemel 2009]

[Schnabel et al. ICML 2016]



Handling missing data in Collaborative filtering

 

[Schnabel et al. ICML 2016]
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User Fairness
Yao & Huang (NIPS 2017) define fairness metrics based on the discrepancy between the prediction 
behavior for disadvantaged users and advantaged users. (Group Fairness)

● Value Fairness: Difference in signed error of advantaged and disadvantaged groups. 
● Absolute Fairness: Difference in absolute errors of advantaged and disadvantaged groups.
● Underestimation unfairness:  inconsistency in how much the predictions underestimate the true 

ratings. 
● Overestimation unfairness:  inconsistency in how much the predictions overestimate the true 

ratings

Train using a joint 
objective



Equal access across 
user demographics

● Auditing search and recommender 
systems for equal access is more 
complicated than comparing 
engagement metrics across 
demographics.

● Dataset sizes differ significantly 
across demographics.

● Differences in engagement metrics 
and latent satisfaction are confounded 
by differences in usage across 
genders and age groups. 

Mostly open question: How do we compare 
metrics across user groups? 

[Mehrotra et al. WWW 2017, Ekstrand et al. FAT* 2018]
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Item Fairness

Inter-group pairwise accuracy:

● A ranking model f obeys intergroup pairwise fairness if the likelihood of 
correctly ranking a more relevant item x (of group G) over a less relevant item 
x’ of another group is equal for all groups G. [Beutel et al. 2019, Narasimhan et al. 
2019]

● Beutel et al. propose a regularizer that minimizes the correlation between the 
group membership and the model’s predictions.  

● Zhou et al. 2019 propose a post-processing method using a monotonic 
transformation of the scoring function.
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Probability Ranking Principle 
(PRP)
Robertson (1977)

○ ”if a reference retrieval system’s response 
to each request is a ranking of the 
documents in the collection in order of 
decreasing probability of relevance to the 
user who submitted the request,

○ where the probabilities are estimated as 
accurately as possible on the basis of 
whatever data have been made available 
to the system for this purpose,

○ the overall effectiveness of the system to 
its user will be the best that is obtainable 
on the basis of those data.”



PRP in a two-sided system
● In two-sided markets, PRP might be 

inadequate since it does not explicitly 
consider the item-side utility.

● Examples:
○ Job Candidate Ranking

■ Amplifies existing societal biases.
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PRP in a two-sided system
● In two-sided markets, PRP might be 

inadequate since it does not explicitly 
consider the item-side utility.

● Examples:
○ Job Candidate Ranking

■ Amplifies existing societal biases.
○ Music Recommendation

■ Winner-takes-all!
○ News Ranking

■ Polarization of the platform.

136[Singh & Joachims 2018, Biega et al. 2018]



Fairness → Fair Allocation of Exposure

Exposure → Opportunity

In online platforms,

Hence,

137



Position-based Model of Exposure
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Fairness of Exposure

Goal: Enable the explicit statement of how exposure is allocated relative to the 
value or merit of the items in the group.

For example: Exposure for each individual/group should be proportional to the 
relevance of the group. 

[Singh & Joachims 2018, Biega et al. 2018]



Equal Expected Exposure

For tasks with graded relevance (e.g., movie ratings  — 1 to 5, binary relevance — 
0, 1), define equal expected exposure as: 

No item has less or more expected exposure as compared to other items in the 
same relevance grade. 

[Diaz et al 2019]



Disparate Exposure & Impact

 

141[Singh & Joachims, KDD 2018]



Fairness of Exposure

Objective: Given relevance scores, find a ranking that 
optimizes user utility while satisfying fairness of 
exposure constraints, e.g., exposure proportional to 
average relevance.

Problem:

○ Exposure drops off at a different rate than relevance. 
○ Rankings are discrete combinatorial objects.

■ Exponential solution space!

[Singh & Joachims, KDD 2018]



Key Idea 1: Stochastic Ranking Policies
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[Singh & Joachims, KDD 2018]



Key Idea 2: Doubly Stochastic Matrices

144[Singh & Joachims, KDD 2018]



Example: Exposure Proportional to Relevance

Without Fairness 
Constraint

 

Problem setup: Maximize Utility (e.g., DCG) 
while fulfilling the fairness constraint 
(exposure proportional to relevance).

Solution: Ranking Policy

[Singh & Joachims, KDD 2018]



Example: Exposure Proportional to Relevance

Without Fairness 
Constraint

 

Solution: Ranking Policy

[Singh & Joachims, KDD 2018]

What if these relevance 
predictions are biased?

How to incorporate these 
constraints into a learning to 
rank framework?



Learning-to-Rank with fairness constraints

 

147[Singh & Joachims, NeurIPS 2019]



Learning-to-Rank with fairness constraints
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[Singh & Joachims, NeurIPS 2019]



Stochastic Ranking Policy (π)

Plackett-Luce Sampling
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Sample Rankings by 
sequentially sampling items 

without replacement.

[Singh & Joachims, NeurIPS 2019]
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Stochastic Ranking Policy (π)

Plackett-Luce Sampling
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Sample Rankings by 
sequentially sampling items 

without replacement.

[Singh & Joachims, NeurIPS 2019]

Sequentially 
sampling one 
item at a time is 
slow in practice.



Learning-to-Rank with Stochastic Rankings

[Diaz et al. CIKM 2020; Bruch et al. WSDM 2020]
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Dynamic Learning-to-Rank

….Update

User 1 User 2 User 3

154

How to train a 
ranking policy that 
adapts the ranking to 
user interactions?

[Morik*, Singh*, Hong & Joachims. SIGIR 2020]



Problem 1: Selection 
bias due to position

● Click count is not a consistent 
estimator of relevance.

○ Lower positions get lower 
attention. 

○ Less attention means fewer 
clicks.

● Click feedback is biased by:
○ the deployed ranking function
○ user’s position bias

Rich-get-richer dynamic: What 
starts at the bottom has little 
opportunity to rise in the ranking. 

Position Bias

155

Problem 2: Exposure 
disparity between groups

● Ranking solely by relevance 
may cause some groups to get 
most of the exposure on the 
platform.
○ For the news homepage 

example, this may make the 
platform seem biased.

[Morik*, Singh*, Hong & Joachims. SIGIR 2020]

Dynamic 
Learning-to-Rank



Estimating Relevance from Clicks
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Estimating Relevance from Clicks

Unbiased 
estimator of 

relevance

[Joachims et al. WSDM 2017]
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Estimating Relevance from Clicks

[Morik*, Singh*, Hong & Joachims. SIGIR 2020]



Fairness Controller (FairCo) LTR Algorithm

P-Controller: 
Linear feedback control 
system where correction is 
proportional to the error.

   

159

Handles Selection Bias 
(Problem 1)

Handles Exposure Disparity
(Problem 2)

[Morik*, Singh*, Hong & Joachims. SIGIR 2020]
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However, real world recommender systems have other complexities that affect 
the applicability of these approaches.



Practical Recommender Systems ↪  Fairness under composition
↪  Two-stage recommender systems
↪  Repeated Training



Practical Recommender Systems

● Real world recommender systems are 
composed of multiple models trained 
separately.

● Composition of fair models may not 
lead to a fair model.

● Goal: make the end-ranking meet 
fairness goals. 

[Wang et al. WSDM 2021]

Even if two predictors are fair, the 
composition of their predictions can 

still be unfair. 
[Fairness under Composition, Dwork and Ilvento, 

ITCS 2019]

Author demographics

Example:

Ranking by pCTR or pRating leads to 
<nw, w, w, nw>, but ranking by their 

product leads to <w, w, nw, nw>.

↪  Fairness under composition



Two stage Recommender systems: 
● Candidate generation → Ranking (→ User)

[Ma et al. WWW 2020]

Lack of diversity at candidate generation 
may lead to unfair results overall

[Wang & Joachims. forthcoming. 2022]

Practical Recommender Systems ↪  Fairness under composition
↪  Two-stage recommender systems



Models undergo repeated training (daily, weekly, monthly). 

Retraining is done using data that is confounded by 
algorithmic recommendations from a previously deployed 
system. 

Consequences:

● “The recommendation feedback loop causes 
homogenization of user behavior”

● “Users experience losses in utility due to 
homogenization effects; these losses are distributed 
unequally”

● “The feedback loop amplifies the impact of 
recommendation systems on the distribution of item 
consumption”

H
o

m
o

ge
n

ei
ty

Homogeneity of content recommended 
increases with repeated training.

[Chaney et al. RecSys 2018]

Practical Recommender Systems ↪  Fairness under composition
↪  Two-stage recommender systems
↪  Repeated Training



Fairness in Sequential Recommender Systems

[“Towards Content Provider Aware Recommender Systems”, Zhan et al. WWW’21]

● Sequential Recommender Systems 
such as RL based systems may 
need to consider 
○ content provider dynamics in 

addition to user dynamics. 
○ optimize for long term content 

provider reward. 



Challenges and Open Questions

● Open Questions:

○ How do users and item providers experience and perceive “unfairness”?

○ Maintaining legality: How can we ensure group fairness without violating 

constraints around model inputs (e.g. without using protected 

attributes)?

● What did we not cover but is also important?

○ Privacy

○ User safety and trust

○ Explainability and transparency



Thank you

Manish Raghavan 
Assistant Professor, MIT

Hannah Korevaar 
Research Scientist, Meta 

Ashudeep Singh
Applied Scientist, Pinterest

Fair and Socially Responsible ML for Recommendations
https://fair-recs-tutorial.github.io/neurips-2022-tutorial/ 

https://fair-recs-tutorial.github.io/neurips-2022-tutorial/
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